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Public Service Electnc and Gas Company. P.O. Box 236 Hancocks Bridge, New Jersey 08038

Hope Creek Generating Station

DATE June 9, 1993

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Sir:

HOPE CREEK GENERATING STATION
DOCKET NO. 50-354
UNIT NO. 1
LICENSEE EVENT REPORT 93-003-00

ThisLicqnseeEvent-Regortisbein 2)(hmitted pursuant tosu
the requirements of 10 FR 50.73(a) lv)

S~ncerely,

|]
R.J. -_ _ _ _ Hovel
General Manager -
Hope Creek Operations
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ABSTRACT (16) !

On Thursday, 5/13/93, at 1757, a plant transient was initiated when a i

13.8KV pothead, located on a transformer feeder in the 13.8 KV ring
bus, failed inducing a voltage drop and phase differential relay [
actuation. The relay actuation opened the normal feeder breakers to ;
two vital busses and three non 1E busses which were being fed from the

'

failed bus section, and initiated a close (fast transfer) signal on the
| alternate feeds for the busses. The non IE busses transferred

successfully; however, the two 1E alternate infeed breakers tripped
open as the feeder voltage was below the required value needed for i

breaker closure. The two emergency diesel generators received valid ;

start signals, loaded onto the busses, and all required loads for a |
loss of power (LOP) condition were sequenced on the busses. Non vital |

loads such as a primary and secondary condensate pump, a reactor recire r

pump and two reactor feedpumps tripped as a result of the voltage i

transient. The plant stabilized at approximately 48% reactor power [
with the "A" & "C" diesel generators powering two of four vital busses. ,'

The root cause of the event was attributed to a failed pothead in the
13.8 KV switchyard. Corrective actions to replace the failed pothead i

were completed and the 13.8 KV bus section was restored. Additional
corrective actions to provide additional monitoring of switchyard
equipment are under evaluation and/or implementation. '
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PLANT AND SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

General Electric - Boiling Water Reactor (BWR/4)
13.8 KV Electrical Distribution System - (EA)
Emergency Diesel Generator - (EK)

IDENTIFICATION OF OCCURRENCE

TITLE: Engineered Safety System Actuation - Emergency Diesel Generator
'

Start due to loss of offsite power on 2 of 4 Vital Busses.
<

Event Date: 5/13/93
Discovery Time: 1757
This LER was initiated by Incident Report No. 93-043

CONDITIONS PRIOR TO OCCURRENCE

Plant in OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1 (Power Operation)
Reactor Power 100% of rated, 1100 MWe. '

'

DESCRIPTION OF OCCURRENCE

On Thursday, 5/13/93, at 1757, a plant transient was initiated when a
13.8KV pothead, located on a transformer feeder in the 13.8 KV ring
bus, failed inducing a voltage drop and phase differential relay
actuation. The relay actuation opened the normal feeder breakers to
two vital busses and three non IE busses which were being fed from the
failed bus section, and initiated a close (fast transfer) signal on the
alternate feeds for the busses. The non IE busses transferred
cuccessfully; however, the two 1E alternate infeed breakers tripped
open as the feeder voltage was below the required value needed for
breaker closure. The emergency diesel generators received valid start
signals, loaded onto the busses, and all required loads for a loss of
power (LOP) condition were sequenced on the busses.

.

Although the infeed breakers for the non IE busses closed, the bus
voltage was low enough to cause individual motor breakers to trip on
undervoltage (UV). A primary and secondary condensate pump, two
reactor feedpumps, a single recirc pump and various support equipment
cuch as chillers and a single feedwater heater string were lost as a *

result of the UV transient. Reactor level decreased to approximately
,

15" narrow range and slowly returned to normal (35"). As a result of '

the full runback on the running recirc pump and the loss of the second .

recirc pump the reactor entered region 1 of the power to flow map. '

Operators began monitoring for power oscillations and inserting control
,

rods to exit the region. Due to the loss of feedwater heating and the
subsequent feedwater temperature reduction, additional control rods had
to be inserted beyond that which is normally required to exit region 1.

!
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DESCRIPTION OF OCCURRENCE fcon't)
;

The additional control rod insertions resulted in the plant operating
in region 1 somewhat longer than normally experienced following similar ;

transients, however, at no time were power oscillations observed on any
of the nuclear instruments.

After stabilizing the plant, and verifying all essential systems were
operating, operators began investigating why the alternate infeed
breakers for the "A" & "C" vital busses did not close. Electricians '

were dispatched to check the infeed breakers for any signs of a
malfunction. No discrepancies were noted in the breaker operating
mechanism or in the control and logic circuits. The alternate infeed .

breaker trips were reset and,the busses were synchronized back to the |
operable offsite power circuit and the diesel generators were secured

'

and returned to standby.

In conjunction with the above activity, operators restored the tripped
feedwater heater string, as well as, the recirculation pump, the
condensate and feedwater pumps. Although full power operation !
capability was restored, station Management decided te hold power level i

at post transient levels until repairs were completed to the 13.8KV
pothead and the cause of the suspected breaker malfunction was
determined.

,

ANALYSIS OF OCCURRENCE
!

The electrical power supply system is designed to provide two
independent circuits between the offsite and onsite power distribution
systems and the capability to transfer all station loads to either of
the circuits in the event one is degraded or lost. The method of t

transfer differs depending on the initiating event (fault or degraded)
as the Bailey logic will provide slow transfer on degraded bus voltage
while the relay protection devices provide for fast transfer on fault
conditions. The individual 4.16 KV bus infeed breakers will trip on
undervoltage ( <92% of rated) after a predetermined time delay, except
that on the 1E busses the trip is instantaneous if bus voltage drops to
<70% of rated bus voltage. The diesel generators will start when
voltage on both infeeds is <92% and <70% on the bus.

The fault on the 13.8KV "B" phase pothead induced a voltage drop and
phase differential in the 13.8 KV bus section 7 which activated a bus ,

section lockout which will fast transfer all busses being fed from that
section. Recorder traces show that voltage decreased to 50% of rated
value on the output of the AX501 transformer prior to the phase
differential actuation. The "A" and "C" vital busses which were
aligned to the AX501 de-energized as a result of low incoming feeder |
voltage on the normal feeder and <70% rated voltage on the bus. When 1

the lockout relay atteripted to transfer all station busses to the
BX501, the voltage had dipped to approximately 82% of rated on the
alternate feeds to the "A" and "C" vital busses while bus voltage was
still <70%. This condi. tion' set the logic for a loss of power for the

|
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ANALYSIS OF OCCURRENCE (con't)
"A" and "C" vital busses resulting in both infeeds being locked out, a
diesel generator start and subsequent loading on the bus.

The "B" and "D" vital busses also sensed the low voltage on both
infeeds, however, the bus voltage never decreased to <70% which allowed ;

the 20 second time delay, on the incoming feeders, time to recover !

voltage and reset the <92% on the BX501 feeder.

The non IE bus infeeds also trip on undervoltage conditions after a
predetermined time delay. Unlike the 1E bus, the time delay is always
enforced as there are no low bus voltage relays to bypass the time
delay. The affected non IE motor loads such as reactor recirc, primary
and secondary condensate pumps did trip on their respective UV devices. ,

The single recirc pump trip and runback of the second recirc pump
provided a sufficient power reduction for a single reactor feedpump to
restore and maintain reactor level above the trip setpoint. The loss
of the single recirc pump placed the reactor in region 1 of the power .

to flow map and actions were taken to exit the region by inserting ,

control rods. Region 1 can usually be exited rapidly by insertion of
the stuff sheet, however, due to a loss of the "B" high pressure
feedwater heater, a reduction in feedwater temperature and subsequent
positive reactivity addition resulted. Additional control rods needed
to be inserted to negate the effects of the colder feedwater resulting

'

in additional operating time in region 1, however, no instabilities-
were monitored while the additional cc7 trol rods were being inserted.

During an Electrical Distribution System Functional Inspection (EDSFI)
a concern was raised regarding vital bus infeed transfer during
degraded voltage conditions. The concern was related to running motor
loads being transferred from a degraded voltage condition to another
source that might be degraded or out of phase. It was determined at ,

that time that a time delay would be added to the degraded voltage
i

transfer scheme to ensure all running motors would trip prior to the
completion of the infeed transfer. This event raises a similar question

,

for fast transfer under fault conditions which could lead to a degraded
'

voltage on the normal feed breaker, and subsequent auto transfer to the
,

alternate breaker. It was assumed that the fast transfer, under fault )
conditions, will cause the alternate feeder voltage to drop below 92%
of rated when all the alternate feeders close simultaneously. During
this event, the loads tripped as the normal feeder voltage had decayed
to <70% on the-bus resulting in a dead bus and all loads tripping. If
the bus voltage had not decayed to <70% the logic may have allowed the
bus to transfer although both infeeds could have been degraded. It was
assumed that the relay protection would detect a fault and initiate the

,

transfer prior to the voltage degrading. Engineering has determined I

that depending on fault location and magnitude of the fault, the relay
protection may not activate a transfer until after the voltage has
degraded.
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APPARENT CAUSE OF OCCURRENCE

The root cause of this event is equipment failure. Loss of some of the
insulating and sealing compound from the pothead is the most likely v

cause of the failure.

PREVIOUS OCCURRENCES

Although there have been no previous occurrences of electrical faults
in the Hope Creek switchyard, reports have been submitted due to
disturbances on the 500KV distribution system due to marsh fires. See
LER 90-003-00.

SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE

This incident posed minimal safety significance as all plant systems
and components functioned per design.

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

1. The failed pothead was replaced and the 13.8KV bus section was i

restored to normal operation.

3. A Significant Event Response Team (SERT) was convened to review the
incident and determine root cause and corrective actions. The teau
concluded that the failure of the pothead was most likely caused by
the loss of. insulating and sealing compound. SERT recommended that
additional testing be performed on the pothead to verify the
expected cause of the failure. The team determined that the plant
did respond per design and that all systems and operators performed

,

as required. t

3. An inspection of the circuit between the offsite and onsite !
distribution systems was conducted to determine if other potheads

'

or insulators showed signs of leaking insulation compound or other )
indications of degradation. Two additional potheads were replaced '

as a result of the inspection.

4. A recurring task will be initiated to perform periodic switchyard i
inspections of insulators and potheads.

]
5. Additional training on electrical distribution system response to

fault conditions will be provided to operations personnel during
requal training.

,
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CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

6. Engineering and Power Technology Associates (PTI) conducted several
computer simulations to verify that the in house investigation of ,

the "A" & "C" vital bus infeed breakers response to the
transient was accurate.

'j

7. Engineering will perform a review of this event against the
degraded voltage scenario reviewed by the EDSFI Team, to determine
if similar time delays are warranted during protective relay
operation when fault conditions are detected.
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R.J. Hov
General Manager -
Hope Creek Operations
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